an impervious layer, the two latter of which "outcrop" on the eurface of the land, it may be, several miles away. The water which is tapped, falliDg on the area of land between the two outcropping layers, sinks into this basin'like formation, and lies there under considerable pressure.
When the bore-tube, in the procrss of sinking, reaches this collection of water, the pressure of the mass of water lying between the two impervious layersforces the water up the tube and into the air occasionally. Fig. 28 Rain water is sometimes collected for potable uses, butonly rarely ; whereas for washing purposes it is eagerly stored in districts where the other supplies are "hard,"" because of its " softness." We have computed the total amount? of rainfall in the British Islands in an average year to be 232,000,000,000 tons of water, or 52,000,000,000,000 gallons* but a very large proportion of this finds its way back to the sea by the rivers, and to the atmosphere by surface evaporation.
Hardness and Softness.?These are terms employed ta express the difficulty or ease with which water unites with soap to form a lather, or, the soap-destroying power of a wa^er.
Economically, this is a matter of importance in a manufacturing community, and for domestic purposes. As a hard water requires much more soap than a soft one the increased expenditure in soap alone forms a formidable money bill in London, or Hardness is due to the presence of salts of lime and magnesia dissolved in the water from strata containing these substances, through the agency, of C02 which the rain takes up from the atmosphere in falling. The other principal factor of hardness is iron, which i& dissolved in the water in the same way. Lime and magnesia, as carbonates or sulphates, or both, and irou are, therefore, the chief causes of hardness in any.
water.
Anyone can determine between a hard and soft water by the simple act of personal ablution, but the. rationale of it is not so well understood. The Edinburgh.
